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ABSTRACT

Content and language integrated learning (CLIL) is a booming innovation pervading many educational settings. The global spread of CLIL is being practiced in classrooms the world over. Nevertheless, there is still a lack of systematic curricula for CLIL, despite its widespread adoption. Furthermore, the majority of teachers are implementing CLIL without the support of suitable published materials or resource banks. To explore and explain the curriculum development in CLIL, 281 studies from 2009 to 2019 were reviewed systematically, focusing on peer-reviewed English-language journals. We identified studies through using 'Content and Language Integrated Learning' and CLIL as the search terms in the ProQuest Research Library and EBSCO host databases. Selected articles were organized into five inquiry areas and analyzed thematically, inspired by the curriculum development model proposed by Pawlas and Oliva: 1) CLIL philosophy; 2) CLIL goals; 3) CLIL plan; 4) CLIL implementation; and 5) CLIL evaluation. Based on these themes, Boyer's scholarship of integration was introduced to propose a holistic model for CLIL curriculum development.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The concept of content and language integrated learning (CLIL) was first coined as a term in 1994 and launched in 1996 [1]. Emerging as a major curriculum innovation, CLIL refers to 'a dual-focused educational approach in which an additional language is used for learning and teaching of both content and language' [2]. Today, CLIL has spread fast and has been adopted widely in schools worldwide.

With the proliferation of CLIL, its curriculum development (CD) has received considerable attention from scholars and practitioners alike [3]. CD is a process providing a means for ordering and directing learning experiences [4], allowing certain educational aims to be realized at school level. CLIL CD is a vehicle for building high quality programming, to realize the integration of content learning and language learning. It is a complex process to develop a CLIL curriculum because many factors and aspects must be considered [5], such as specific criteria, specified goals, specifically designed materials, and systematic evaluation. Nevertheless, there is still a lack of general guidelines for CLIL CD [6-8].

In 2010, Coyle, Hood, & Marsh published a book titled CLIL: Content and Language Integrated Learning. They provided an ample gamut of curriculum models [9]. This book is a landmark synthesis of the studies done in and before 2009. Thus, taking the year 2009 as the dividing point, some subsequent reviews...
have been conducted to examine CLIL development. The issues addressed in these reviews have included: 1) theories for CLIL [10, 11]; 2) CLIL implementation [12-15]; and 3) CLIL evaluation [1, 16]. These works discussed CLIL CD piecemeal, and most of them provided syntheses of research using traditional (narrative) methods, with the exception of some recent studies, i.e. Graham, et al. [17] and Goris, et al. [18].

The authors have attempted to take account of these issues in this systematic review, which aimed to achieve the broadest possible coverage of CLIL studies done from 2009 to 2019, published in peer-reviewed English-language journals. To provide focus in the review, five inquiry areas have been selected: CLIL philosophy, CLIL goals, CLIL plan, CLIL implementation, and CLIL evaluation. These in turn led to five main questions in relation to CLIL CD: 1) What theories are identified for establishing CLIL philosophy?; 2) What goals are recognized for CLIL?; 3) How do programmers design a CLIL plan?; 4) What has been taken into account when implementing CLIL?; 4) What has been taken into consideration when evaluating CLIL?

In sum, an overview of CLIL CD is an important thing to be considered. Therefore, we systematically reviewed 281 CLIL studies using the well-known CD model by Pawlas and Oliva [19], and constructed a CLIL CD model inspired by Boyer's scholarship of integration (SOI) [20], in order to inform CLIL researchers and practitioners.

2. RESEARCH METHOD

A systematic review was conducted to identify and classify research related to CLIL CD. The systematic review, as an evidence-based method, aims to provide systematic, transparent approaches for gathering, synthesizing, and appraising research findings and minimizing bias [21]. Adapting the guidelines proposed by Tranfield, Denyer, and Smart [22], this study was carried out by identifying keywords and search strategies, selecting studies, data extraction, and data synthesis.

2.1. Identifying keywords and search strategies

A comprehensive search of authoritative and scholarly electronic databases (ProQuest Research Library and EBSCOhost) was undertaken to obtain all literature from January 1, 2009 to February 19, 2019 (the authors' cutoff point for data collection). To make sure the studies did in fact fall into the domain of our review, we focused on the studies that explicitly used the term 'Content and Language Integrated Learning' (between quotation marks to ensure that the whole terminology of content and language integrated learning was used as a search term) and its abbreviation 'CLIL', which needed to be mentioned in the abstract or title.

2.2. Selecting studies

In this step, we selected studies by using the following criteria: First, we applied the search terms to each of the above two databases. Only studies published in peer-reviewed English language journals on CLIL were included: 766 studies were retrieved in total (Figure 1). Second, we eliminated repeated studies, which left us with 416. Finally, we selected the studies by scanning each one individually, excluding book reviews, symposiums, editorials, literature reviews, and non-CLIL articles, reducing the sample to 281 studies.

![Figure 1. Flowchart of search process](image-url)
2.3. Data extraction

Our aim was to answer authoritatively how CD occurs in CLIL. Inspired by the model for CD developed by Pawlas and Oliva [19], we extracted the data from each study regarding the five inquiry areas: CLIL philosophy, CLIL goals, CLIL plan, CLIL implementation, and CLIL evaluation (Supplementary File 2 Online). We were interested in CLIL philosophy because it can guide programmers to articulate their orientations and beliefs about CLIL. The establishment of philosophy is the clarification of beliefs, and it usually goes with theories [23]. For this reason, we explored the theories informing the CLIL philosophy discussed in the literature. We intended to find CLIL goals as these can inform curriculum practitioners to state the learning outcomes of CLIL programs. Just as Pawlas and Oliva argued that no clear distinction could be made between goals and objectives [19], we did not distinguish CLIL goals and objectives, but made them convergence. Precise CLIL goals were largely missing in the literature. Hence, this manuscript used a method of assessment to determine CLIL goals: i.e. if the speech was assessed relative to learning outcomes (e.g. improving language abilities, or the purpose of a specific course), we extracted them as CLIL goals.

The term 'CLIL plan' refers to the creation of a CLIL curriculum. A curriculum plan is usually presented as a proposal for the programmers [19], which is underpinned by some frameworks or models. Hence, we were interested in the frameworks or models informing the CLIL plan discussed in the literature. Curriculum implementation is the translation of plans into action. The effective implementation of certain curricula is influenced by multiple factors, including time, in-service training, other forms of people-based support, and strategies [24]. Therefore, we extracted the factors influencing CLIL implementation explored in the literature. By curriculum evaluation we meant the assessment of programs, processes, curricular products, and evaluation techniques [19]. Our focus in this inquiry area was on the evaluation aspects that researchers suggested to be considered or mentioned in their research.

2.4. Data synthesis

We synthesized the data extractions from each study. That is, we compared the extraction records for all the studies in our CLIL CD dataset, and carried out a thematic analysis. Topics were operationalized inductively as the data were analyzed. Five topics were identified: Theories for CLIL philosophy, the statement of CLIL goals, frameworks for CLIL plan, factors of CLIL implementation, and aspects of CLIL evaluation. Descriptions in the data related to each topic were classified and labels were assigned to identify underlying themes within each topic. This was an iterative process, as we reviewed and critically evaluated the labels regularly. The detailed analysis is presented in the following section.

3. RESULTS

The examination of 281 studies led to the identification of themes for CLIL CD. The key words and count displayed in the following tables were obtained from the data synthesis, and the results were reported in response to the research questions.

3.1. Theories for CLIL philosophy

The development of CLIL has been based on a solid theoretical background [25]. Our search yielded 75 studies mentioning theories, which were referred to 96 times totally. We identified four theories informing the establishment of CLIL philosophy in our literature review (Table 1). We used the term language educational theory-derived to describe CLIL philosophy which is based explicitly on systematic functional linguistics (SFL) related theories, and second language acquisition (SLA) related theories. Bilingual learning theory-derived refers to CLIL philosophy assuming language learning and content learning are integrated, and discussing the relationship between target language learning and mother-tongue learning. Construction theory-derived describes CLIL philosophy taking students as active doers in their learning processes, making them competent language users, and stressing mediation, scaffolding, communication, and meaning. Cognition theory-derived refers to CLIL philosophy considering language as inextricably tied to concept development.

In short, the center of these theories is that content and language are learned most effectively for active construction in meaningful, purposeful, cultural and academic contexts. Table 1 gives an overview of the four theories for CLIL philosophy we identified in the literature. The first column demonstrates the emphasis on CLIL philosophy, while the second column illustrates the specific theories and their statement counts. As Table 1 shows, language educational theory-derived philosophy seems to dominate the field.
3.2. The statement of CLIL goals

In the literature, we identified 141 studies mentioning CLIL goals, which were mentioned 177 times. Dalton-Puffer and Smit stated that experts had formulated an array of goals for CLIL [26]. According to the data extraction, there were 64 key words describing CLIL goals, and we classified them into six themes. Language knowledge and competence, the initial focus of CLIL, is related to learners’ proficiency in communication and multilingualism. Content knowledge and competence refers to acquiring knowledge, skills and understandings of subjects, themes or topics. Intercultural knowledge and competence refer to international understanding and appropriate behaviors in intercultural situations. Cognitive development describes the capacity to think. Affective development is the development of emotion, which is important for sustainable learning and regarded as powerful influences on learning. Learning skills describes the skills of learning to learn. Table 2 gives an overview of the six themes for CLIL goals identified in the literature. It demonstrates that most goals are related to language knowledge and competence, mentioned 134 times. This may be because researchers hold that CLIL is a prerequisite for enhancing learners’ language learning [27]. The second column of Table 2 shows the key words used in the literature to describe CLIL goals and their statement count.

Table 2. The statement of CLIL goals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLIL Goals</th>
<th>Key words and their statement count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Language knowledge and competence</td>
<td>Multilingualism (plurilingualism)(51); target (English/foreign) language proficiency(33); communicative ability (communication)(22); language proficiency (competence or ability)(10); academic language (4); interaction ability (3); bilingualism(bilingual) (3); language skill(2); language knowledge (1); linguistic diversity(2); basic language skill(2); subject specific target language terminology (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercultural knowledge and competence</td>
<td>Intercultural (pluricultural) competence(10); intercultural knowledge and understanding(3); cross-cultural understanding (commutative competence) (2); mutual understanding(2); subject specific (economic) target language (2); intercultural awareness(1); cultural awareness(1); cultural and diversity awareness(1); intercultural communication and acceptance(1); inter-cultural awareness(1); intercultural knowledge(1); cultural exchange(1); right interpersonal skills(1); democratic citizenship and social cohesion(1); intercultural communication skills(1); new subject concepts(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content knowledge and competence</td>
<td>Knowledge(2); academic skills (2); content knowledge and skills(1); deeper content learning(1); content comprehension(1); content learning(1); content skills(1); academic knowledge(1); deeper understanding of the subject matter(1); content competence(1); subject competence(1); subject content(1); knowledge across the school curriculum (science, mathematics, social studies) (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive development</td>
<td>Cognitive skills(3); cognition(3); cognitive abilities(1); higher cognitive level(1); cognitive advantages(1); evaluate or appraise subject content(1); higher-order thinking(1); processing information(1); cognitive flexibility(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affective development</td>
<td>Motivation(12); attitudes(6); interest (4); self-confidence(4); enhance students' psychological, emotional, and social wellbeing(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning skill</td>
<td>Learners' autonomy(6); learning 'to learn' competence(3); cooperative learning (teamwork)(2); skills development(1); holistic learning(1); improve implicit and incidental learning abilities(1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3. Frameworks for CLIL plan

Some of the bad experiences with CLIL have been due to a lack of planning [28]. To guide programmers to design CLIL plan effectively, researchers have come up with or adapted various frameworks and models. Our search yielded 63 studies concerning with CLIL plan. In total, there were 11 frameworks (models), with 70 mentions. The frameworks (models) in our dataset could be grouped into two dimensions: 'What' of CLIL framework and 'how' to integrate framework.

The 'what' of CLIL framework refers to what should be the fundamental elements when designing CLIL plan, such as the 4Cs framework, which advises taking content, communication, cognition, and culture into consideration when designing. The 'how' to integrate framework is concerned with guiding programmers with the approaches or processes to integrate content and language. For example, sheltered instruction observation protocol (SIOP), is a model guiding programmers on how to integrate content and language.
based on students’ background and educational needs [29]. Table 3 illustrates the specific frameworks (models) and their statement count.

### Table 3. Frameworks for CLIL plan

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Frameworks (models) and their instruction count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘What’ of CLIL</td>
<td>4Cs framework(45); language triptych(10); knowledge structure(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘How’ to integrate</td>
<td>Core CLIL construct(3); Cummins' quadrant (matrix)(2); CLIL matrix(1); SIOP(1); The Graz group’s pluriliteracies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>framework(1); CLIL pyramid(1); modified hierarchical model(1); Lin’s framework of multiple bridging resources(1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.4. Factors of CLIL implementation

CLIL has been considered as a fruitful educational approach, however, the success of its curriculum implementation may not be straightforward [30]. Our research yielded 143 studies discussing factors relating to CLIL implementation. The factors influencing the implementation of CLIL discussed in our dataset can be classified as CLIL teacher education, CLIL stakeholders’ support and CLIL implementation strategies.

#### 3.4.1. CLIL teacher education

CLIL teacher education refers to programs designed to equip (prospective) teachers with the knowledge, attitude, behaviors, and skills for carrying out CLIL activities. Our research yielded 55 studies of CLIL teacher education, which was explored by two dimensions discussed 138 times in all, viz., approaches to CLIL teacher education, and CLIL teachers’ competence (Table 4). Approaches to CLIL teacher education refers to the ways of preparing CLIL teachers. CLIL teachers’ knowledge and competence refers to the knowledge, skills and behaviors of teachers needed to conduct CLIL. There was more research on CLIL teachers’ competence than on the approaches for preparing CLIL teachers.

#### Table 4. CLIL teacher education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approaches to CLIL teacher education</th>
<th>Key words and their discussion count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In-service teachers' training(22); pre-service teacher preparation(13)</td>
<td>General knowledge and competence: Teaching methods (theory/ pedagogy) and learning strategies(17); assessment/evaluation(8); classroom management (organization)(9); material (curriculum) design(9); knowledge/understanding/methodology of CLIL(7); pedagogical content knowledge(3); lesson plan(3); interprofessional, and collaborative competence(2); ongoing professional development(2); scientific knowledge(1); reflective and developmental competence(1); knowledge for teaching(1); general teaching competence(1); TK(1); TPCK(1); Language-related knowledge and competence: Language knowledge (proficiency awareness)(14); second language methodology/pedagogy(5); cultural competence(3); ELT/L2 theories(2); language knowledge for content teaching(2); linguistic features in their subject teaching(1); Content-related knowledge and competence: Content (subject) knowledge (9); content pedagogy(1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 3.4.2. CLIL stakeholders’ support

CLIL stakeholders’ support means a range of stakeholders’ assistance for the implementation of CLIL, which was mentioned by 36 studies, and 47 times in all. Table 5 shows that support was from school-external stakeholders and school personnel stakeholders. School-external stakeholders are those who are not school staff, but close to education, such as parents. School personnel stakeholders refer to any persons working in a school, whose support is the foundation for implementing CLIL smoothly.

#### Table 5. CLIL stakeholders’ support

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLIL stakeholders’ support</th>
<th>Key words and their discussion count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>School-external stakeholders’ support</td>
<td>Government's support (policy making)(9); parents' involvement/ support/ participation(9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School personnel stakeholders' support</td>
<td>Colleagues' support(10); management team's/ program directors/headteachers/ school administrators' support(7); language assistants' participation(2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 3.4.3. CLIL implementation strategies

CLIL implementation strategies imply the methods used to carry out CLIL effectively. Our research yielded 88 studies of CLIL implementation strategies, and this study stratified 43 strategies which were introduced 127 times, viz., general learning strategies, language learning strategies, and specific content learning strategies. General learning strategies are the methods developed for supporting learning, i.e.
cooperative learning. **Language learning strategies** are those strategies used to make language learning easy. **Specific content learning strategies** refer to those methods created for assisting specific content learning. We found language learning strategies were used most, 66 times in all. Table 6 gives an overview of the three implementation strategies identified in the literature.

### 3.5. Aspects of CLIL evaluation

There were 189 studies introducing the evaluation of CLIL, and we identified two aspects discussed in the literature: **CLIL evaluation objectives** and **CLIL evaluation techniques**.

#### 3.5.1. CLIL evaluation objectives

CLIL evaluation objectives refer to what are to be evaluated in CLIL. 29 CLIL evaluation objectives were explored 241 times by 190 studies in our dataset. These evaluation objectives were classified into four domains: **learners' learning**, **teachers' performance**, **curriculum materials** and the **evaluation program itself**. Table 7 shows that **learners' learning** was the evaluators' greatest concern, with 179 times of this in all, including the evaluation of language learning, content learning, learners' attitude, learners' motivation, classroom interaction, cognitive development, cultural awareness, learners' engagement, and learners' self-concept. Of these, learners' language learning was evaluated the most, 81 times; this was not only concerned with learners' target language learning, but also with their mother tongue learning [31]. As well, we found that CLIL objectives for evaluating learners' learning corresponded with CLIL goals. **Evaluation of teachers' performance** was another concern of CLIL stakeholders, with this being mentioned 38 times. **Evaluation of curriculum materials** was mentioned 13 times. Literature referring to the **evaluation program itself**, included evaluations of the beneficial effects of CLIL, CLIL concept evaluation, CLIL evaluation checklists, and assessment approaches. These were evaluated 12 times, and the evaluation of beneficial effect has attracted heated discussion among scholars [32-34]. Table 7 demonstrates the detailed information about CLIL evaluation objectives.

#### 3.5.2. CLIL evaluation techniques

There were 183 studies introduced CLIL evaluation techniques in our study. These could be classified into two kinds: **quantitative-driven techniques** and **qualitative-driven techniques**. The former refers to the systematic empirical investigation of CLIL by statistical, mathematical or computational techniques, which was mentioned 137 times totally. The latter refers to the method used to deal with phenomena which is

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Implementation strategies</th>
<th>Key words and their discussion count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Language learning strategies</strong></td>
<td>Code switching/language alternation/ the role of L1(22); task-based learning/teaching(19); genre-based teaching(3); (content-based structured) input enhancement(2); negotiation strategies(1); communication language teaching(1); lexical bundles(1); multiliteracies approach(1); noticing(1); syllabification(1); morphological cues(1); think-pair-share(1); vocabulary-building strategies(1); questioning techniques(1); immediate correction(1); pushed output(1); the use of learner inner speech(1); content &amp; languages [L1/L2] shared learning(1); use of gestures(1); communication strategies(1); gesture(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>General learning strategies</strong></td>
<td>ICT(19); co-teaching/teambased teaching(14); cooperative learning(5); project work(4); game-based learning (gamification)(3); portfolio(2); role play(2); story-telling(1); problem-solving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Specific content learning strategies</strong></td>
<td>Experiment implementation(2); comics(1); announcement imitation(1); hypothesis formation(1); report writing(1); field trips(1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLIL evaluation objectives</th>
<th>Key words and their evaluation count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Learners' learning</strong></td>
<td>Language learning(81); content learning(25); learners' attitude(18); learners' motivation(16); classroom interaction(11); cognitive development(10); culture awareness(5); learners' engagement(3); learners' self-concept(1); learners' autonomy(1); learning process (reading strategies/ cooperation/ clarification requests/learning strategies)(7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Teachers' performance</strong></td>
<td>Teachers' attitude(6); teaching quality(9); teachers' (language) competence(5); teachers' competence of classroom climate creating(2); competence of collaboration with other teachers(1); afforances of language in curriculum(1); teachers' technology pedagogical content knowledge(1); teachers' motivation(1); teachers' CLIL knowledge(1); the pedagogy of CLIL teachers(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Curriculum materials</strong></td>
<td>Lesson plans(6); material development(4); coursebook(2); course syllabi evaluation(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The evaluation program itself</strong></td>
<td>CLIL beneficial effects evaluation(6); CLIL concept evaluation(2); CLIL evaluation checklist(2); assessment approach(1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
difficult or impossible to quantify mathematically, mentioned 142 times. Table 8 indicates that researchers used more qualitative-driven techniques than quantitative-driven ones.

Table 8. CLIL evaluation techniques

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLIL evaluation techniques</th>
<th>Key words and their usage count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quantitative-driven techniques</td>
<td>Questionnaire(75); test(62)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qualitative-driven techniques</td>
<td>Interview(38); observation(33); video(21); essay(9); task(11); content analysis(7); report(5); documents analysis(7); narration (2); portfolio(2); journal(2); classroom discourse analysis(2); conversation analysis(2); dictation(1); field note(1); language teaching wall(1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. DISCUSSION

Based on the results of this literature review and according to Boyer's SOI notions [20], we were able to construct a holistic CLIL CD model. The model is presented here and its elements are introduced.

4.1. Proposal of a holistic model of CLIL CD

The review of 281 peer-reviewed English studies generated a plethora of understandings in the inquiry areas of philosophy, goals, plan, implementation and evaluation for CLIL CD. Table 9 gives a schematic overview in relation to each topic, and shows that each inquiry area identifies a range of themes with considerable variation for CLIL CD. That is, CLIL programmers are faced with a multitude of possible elements in their CD, and it seems difficult for them to develop CLIL curriculum systematically. To enable CLIL teachers and designers to develop their own curriculum, we synthesized and interpreted the existing evidence in order to provide a comprehensive overview of the current understanding of CLIL CD, which fits into Boyer's SOI [20]. Thus, based on the findings, we took SOI and connected it profitably with CLIL to ground an argument for constructing a model for CLIL CD.

Table 9. Thematic overview of CLIL philosophy, goals, plan, implementation, evaluation found in the literature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Language educational theory</td>
<td>Language knowledge and competence</td>
<td>CLIL teacher education</td>
<td>CLIL evaluation objectives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bilingual learning theory</td>
<td>Content knowledge and competence</td>
<td>CLIL stakeholders' support</td>
<td>CLIL evaluation techniques</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constructivism</td>
<td>Intercultural knowledge and competence</td>
<td>CLIL implementation strategies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive theory</td>
<td>Cognitive development</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Learning skills</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Affective development</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Scholars assume three dominant notions for SOI: Interpretation, interdisciplinarity, and integration [35]. Interpretation is rooted in the findings delivered by original research, and asking 'What do the findings mean? Is it possible to interpret what's been discovered in ways that provide a larger, more comprehensive understanding?' [20]. Interdisciplinarity means bringing diverse fields together and bringing new perspectives and insight to bear on research findings [20]. Integration means the interdisciplinary critical analysis fitting one's own research or the research of others into larger intellectual patterns [20].

Applied to CLIL, the notions of SOI provide a basic framework for its CD. Generally, curriculum is developed by following the core features of a specific approach. In other words, the CD for CLIL has unique characteristics. CLIL has been argued to be a new paradigm of translanguaging to transcend traditional approaches [36], and it is integrative and interdisciplinary by nature [37]. In this way, based on SOI and the characteristics of CLIL, this study has proposed a holistic model of CLIL CD.

The first notion, 'interpretation', is associated with interpreting the findings from the synthesis of the literature and attempting to provide a comprehensive understanding of CLIL CD. Table 9 shows that the themes are visualized as separate from one another, but in fact they interact in the process of CLIL CD. For example, there may be interaction between CLIL goals and CLIL evaluation objectives. When the focus of CLIL goals is on content knowledge and competence, the programmers may evaluate learners' content learning. The design of CLIL goals, plan, implementation and evaluation may be influenced by the theoretical perspective on CLIL philosophy. The findings also indicate that CLIL is not only the integration of content learning and language learning, but the integration of many factors. For example, when planning CLIL, programmers need to take context, cognition and culture as well as content and language into account.
A second notion, 'interdisciplinarity', is concerned with linking content discipline, language discipline, and other related disciplines. First, CLIL is not influenced by one theory, but by the fusion of many, such as language educational theories, constructional theories, and cultural learning theories [38-40]. Thus, when stating CLIL philosophy, there is a need to consider deriving its theoretical foundation from different theories. Second, with regard to the strategies for CLIL implementation, interdisciplinarity indicates that programmers need particular strategies, which can be derived from an integration of the strategies used in language discipline (e.g. communication strategies), the strategies used in a specific subject discipline (e.g. field trips for geography), and the general learning strategies (e.g. cooperative learning). Third, pre-service or in-service education programs are needed to prepare CLIL teachers who are competent both in language and content in addition to general pedagogy [41, 42].

A third notion is of 'integration'. Integration here is beyond that of content and language, and it has five domains of meaning in CLIL CD. It is suggested that the first domain of integration is that of the current theoretical underpinnings for CLIL [43], through which the concept 'holistic learning philosophy' comes to being, attempting to integrate the assumptions of SFL, SLA, bilingual learning theories, construction, cognitive theories, and other theories of different fields. The second domain is the integration of CLIL goals. CLIL is not concerned solely with content and language, its goals have a broader dimension [44], including interculture, cognition, learning skills and affection. These could be integrated as explicit, implicit, and emancipatory goals based on Yang's holistic learning theory [45]. The third domain of integration is to combine designing both the elements and approaches of integration when planning CLIL. According to Coyle [38], CLIL programmers need to know 'how' to integrate (approaches) as well as the 'what' of CLIL (the fundamental elements). The fourth domain relates to three factors influencing the implementation of CLIL. For one thing, there is a call for preparing competent teachers to promote CLIL successfully [46]. For another, appropriate strategy is an integral part of the implementation factor [47], and support from stakeholders is also a contributing factor to CLIL implementation [48]. In short, these three factors should be integrated for the success of implementing CLIL. The last type of integration is concerned with the evaluation of CLIL. It has been argued that it would be easier if CLIL evaluators know what should be evaluated, and how to evaluate [49]. That is to say, programmers need to consider evaluators, evaluation objectives, and evaluation techniques when evaluating CLIL.

In sum, based on the themes and SOI notions, a holistic model for CLIL CD was constructed. This model is fundamentally at the nexus of: 1) establishment of holistic learning philosophy, 2) statement of holistic learning goals, 3) design of holistic CLIL plan, 4) multi-focused implementation of CLIL, and 5) multi-focused evaluation of CLIL (Figure 2). These five stages interact with different elements dynamically. The core elements of the model will be discussed in the following section.

Figure 2. Holistic model of CLIL CD
4.2. Elements in the holistic model of CLIL CD

After roughly summarizing the elements that received attention from a selection of 281 studies for the five stages of CLIL CD and describing the construction of the holistic model, this section introduces the elements for each stage. Stage one refers to the establishment of holistic learning philosophy. The holistic learning philosophy is the results of integrating different theories. It explains CLIL CD as a holistic process of continuously building the bridges between language-related and content-related disciplines. The establishment of holistic learning philosophy includes three elements: 'Content and language integration', 'language and cognition integration', and 'content and culture integration'. 'Content and language integration' philosophy suggests that language and content are inseparable, that is, 'language is a system that relates what is being talked about (content) and the means used to talk about it (expression)' [50]. By the philosophy of 'language and cognition integration' we mean that language learning and cognitive development go hand in hand, different language refers to different thinking, and the thinking collision in mother tongue learning and target language learning can broaden learners' thinking horizons, which can improve their cognitive development. 'Content and culture integration' philosophy describes the interaction between content and culture. Content is never value neutral, but always related to specific cultural orientation.

Stage two is the statement of holistic learning goals: Explicit, implicit, and emancipatory knowledge and competence goals. Explicit knowledge and competence goals refer to clear and certain mental apprehensions of language and content knowledge, and developing language abilities and content skills, which are the core of CLIL goals. Implicit knowledge and competence goals are personal, context-specific abilities, including intercultural understanding and cognition. Emancipatory knowledge and competence goals are about the development of learners' emotions and learning skills, which are to support content learning, language learning, intercultural learning and cognitive development.

Stage three refers to the design of holistic CLIL plan. A holistic CLIL plan consists of context analysis, 4C-material preparation, and 4C-integration procedure. Context analysis plays a vital role when planning CLIL, as it draws attention to the identity, flexibility and the local curriculum for fitting CLIL into the specific constituent. 4C-material preparation requires programmers to prepare materials by taking content, communication (language), culture, and cognition into account based on the context being analyzed. 4C-integration procedure means that programmers need to consider how to integrate content, communication (language), culture, and cognition effectively and naturally during designing activities, tasks, or materials.

Stage four is the multi-focused implementation of CLIL. This stage includes preparing competent trans-disciplinary teachers, gaining cross-stakeholders' support, and selecting mixed strategies. The mixed strategies could be from four fields, that is, the content-language integrating strategies, general learning strategies, language learning strategies, and specific-subject learning strategies. Preparing competent trans-disciplinary teachers refers to training the teachers to master trans-disciplinary knowledge and competence, such as content-related knowledge and competence, language-related competence, pedagogical content knowledge (PCK), and general competence. Attaining cross-stakeholders support means to get the support from both school-external stakeholders and school personnel.

Stage five is the multi-focused evaluation of CLIL. This consists of holistic evaluation objectives, cross-stakeholders as evaluators, and mixed evaluation techniques. Regarding the holistic evaluation objectives, evaluators need to evaluate other elements related to the curriculum in addition to students' learning (content, language, culture, cognition, affection, and skills). With regard to the mixed evaluation techniques, it has been argued to be related with evaluation objectives, including both qualitative and quantitative techniques. In addition to the multi-focused evaluation objectives and mixed evaluation techniques, the evaluators themselves form another aspect, as more feedback is needed to ensure a sufficient evidence-base to make secure judgments. Hence, there is an appeal for cross-stakeholders to participate in the evaluation of CLIL curricula, which may involve teachers, experts, officers from different disciplines, and even learners themselves.

Taken together, the holistic model for CLIL CD demonstrates the holism of CLIL, emphasizing the integration of each element in each stage of CD. This model creates a dynamic theoretical and practice-oriented foundation for CLIL CD.

5. CONCLUSION

CLIL has undergone important development during the past years. The model of CLIL CD is significant as it can guide CLIL stakeholders to develop curriculum and research. Due to a lack of studies about this topic, this research has presented an overview of CLIL CD, which has led to the construction of a holistic model. According to CLIL features and Boyer's SOI, a holistic model of CLIL CD that was developed in this study is composed of five interacting stages with 15 elements. This model conveys the following key ideas: First, the process of CLIL CD should be transdisciplinary, not simply from language or
content, but a fusion of these. Second, CLIL CD encourages all stakeholders to work in a team. Third, the elements for each stage of CLIL CD are interrelated, being integrative as a whole. In sum, this systematic review could help people to understand CLIL CD better in the context of the fragmented discussion in the broader field of school curriculum.

Nevertheless, as CLIL CD is inherently 'open', we do not contend a one-size-fits-all model. The holistic model presented here would need to be modified for application in a diversity of contexts. As well, we need to acknowledge that this literature review might be somewhat biased. One weakness is that the search term we used, which was limited to 'CLIL' and 'Content and Language Integrated Learning', may have excluded some related research that dealt with an alternative conceptualization of CLIL (e.g. teaching mathematics/history through/in English, immersion, English-media instruction, content-based instruction). In terms of the coverage, we chose English journal articles only and specific databases, which might also have imposed limitations on the conclusions we drew about the current research. Another limitation is the construction of the holistic model. Some expressions for each stage in CLIL CD are ambiguous, so it is challenging to extract the data based on some related labels. A future systematic review on CLIL CD could include literature published in non-English journals or elect one stage of CLIL CD for deeper analysis. We could also design empirical research to investigate the opinions about CLIL CD of stakeholders from different fields. We believe, the integration of mixed research design would result in a larger and clearer picture for CLIL CD.
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